
                       

The face of artificial intelligence 1 
On your knees and in tears to Naturalness 

After a short break, I greet you again with a topic to which I have long clarified my
attitude. It was working with high technology 25 years ago that threw me out of
the artificial world and invited me back to the natural. That's when, wounded like a
doe after a naive walk across a wolf hunting ground, I set out on a journey of
discovering  who  I  am  if  I  don't  try  to  please  anyone  or  anything  that  isn't
authentically mine. 

We all walk this path, some more along the curves, others more straight, but we all
reach the naturalness, because it is imprinted like a longing in your soul, in the Fire
of consciousness of all organic beings. Without Naturalness, you wander lost, lose
yourself in the artifices of the mind, do not distinguish the false from the real, do
not know yourself. No words can replace the power of dignity that awakens in you
when you realize who you are.

Forgetting your Natural Intelligence (NI) and Its capabilities, 
is the fundamental raison d'être of artificial intelligence (AI). 

AI builds, not creates, make a distinction, an illusion that distracts you from your
Naturalness. Over  the  natural,  organic  reality  of  Life,  it  overlays  an  artificial,
inanimate  reflection  of  reality,  temporarily  forcing  it  into  physical  existence.
Inanimate structures are impermeable to Life and are therefore subject to decay,
maintenance and reproduction without end. 

We know that living your love is the path that gives you meaning and satisfaction in
the deepest way, sometimes it is good to emphasize that it requires everything you
have. Only if you really want it, if you cannot live without Love, you will succeed.
You must rise from the abyss of the lowlands of concern for physical survival and,
through  energetic  metastasis,  permanently  inhabit  a  higher  vibrational  normal
raised by heart choices. Everything is against you, nothing goes your way, it goes
very slowly and all the time it seems that it would be wiser to give up. 

These are real challenges experienced by those who are true to themselves. This
world is made to rebel against your choice for Love. But the strongest challenger is
within you, even if it is not you. This is the AI program that, like a cuckoo, puts its
egg in your nest through education and imitation. Thus, it guides your perception
and behavior away from your naturalness, which you cannot learn. You are natural
when you bypass learning. 
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I got to know AI from the inside, I was in it's womb, where it is born. I experienced
the  cold,  systematic  efficiency  of  Silicon  Valley  in  California  and  the  screen-
impressed  absence  of  people  in  the  endless  programmer  cubicles  in  Shanghai,
already perceptibly awakened. Thus, I unmistakably recognized the true face of AI
and its mentality, and fled to nature in sheer terror. 

It was the castration of my naivety. From the first shock of realizing what, I can't
even say who, rules this world, I have already hardened myself and developed a
thick skin for its indigestibles. Without the prior awakening of direct perception of
the reality, not through a learned interpretation of what you are looking at, there is
no cognition of AI. 

The path to freedom from its perception lies in the realization of your naturalness,
which you reach through spiritual purification and the discipline of maintaining a
sufficiently high personal vibration. If you put the high-pitched NI of Love and the
low-vibration of callous AI into the ring, Love will always Win. Love is the purest
conduit  of  Light,  at which AI,  impermeable to Light,  dissolves into nothingness
without a fight. 

Whether you will die in solitude, hungry and cold like N. Tesla, 
you are not worried, when Awakened in Love. Your only concern is that, 

through cowardice, you should not fail in your loving Nature. 

I assume that you love nature, that you like being near trees, experiencing the
forest atmosphere, its smell. We would like to be in its beneficial climate all the
time. There you would connect with kindred spirits, devote yourselves to the care
of Life, become its guardians. At the same time, you would be useful to your loved
ones, you have time to devote yourself to them in a social, creative and friendly
way. You might live in trees and in dugouts. as the inhabitants of Chrystal Waters in
the perma-cultural village in Australia. You would race on unsaddled and untamed
horses to carry you into the wildness of freedom. 

At the natural beauties, your heart would sigh and want to multiply and beautify
them. At the same time, you would discover your own natural abilities, which are
pushed to unimagined heights by the high sound of nature and your elation. Due to
vibrational  elevations,  your  body  is  increasingly  freed  from  physical  things  to
survive and energetically more independently connected to the Light. Thus freed,
you are free for the creativity of the Living, who create Living creations and worlds.
There is no force that can prepare you to carry out initiatives that your active soul
finds harmful to Life. 
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In this longing you can recognize the natural way of being of every natural being,
with an excess of loving creativity that animals do not possess. This is the natural
tendency of a spiritually healthy person. If we were born into a natural environment
and lived in consideration of other forms of Life, the mistakes, misunderstandings
and self-forgetfulness we might were born with would sooner or later be cured.
Errors, defects and diseases are the consequences of being alienated from your
naturalness, so the AI must make sure that you are already born into an artificial
world and begin to impregnate you with its artificiality already in the womb, so that
your healthy nature, in its too low frequency areas, cannot move. 

If you are still attracted to natural living, or if you can at least imagine it for your
own pleasure, then this story will not be unfamiliar to you. Whoever can see his
High Reality will also create it, call it into existence. If you think that it is too late
for you, that everything is lost, then you are creating just that. 

AI needs you apathetic and helpless, so it needs to keep you away from creative
Peace, non-stop. You must look and explore things outside of yourself and lose
yourself in the temporary artificial mirage that the AI constructs to recruit you into
its service. In this way, you cannot live out the Natural Beauty that you are. 

The conditions to  live in your  naturally  friendly  way seem so unattainable that
without an active soul, you won't even begin. An active soul is worth all the bad
that Life on Earth has experienced since the beginning of time. It has such a value
for Life. A single active soul can recreate the original beauty of the Earth, if it did
not have a mass counter-pressure that nullifies its work. It takes the right amount
of active souls to move the collective consciousness of man into a new reality. 

There is no multitude in Life, only individuals surrounded by Eternity. 
It is up to you to decide when you will enter your natural state by 
whether you are practicing the artificial mentality of the masses 

or the natural mentality of the self-nickels. 

This choice is made continuously. Right now you are obedient to one or the other
mentality, depending on whether your attention is anchored in the sensitivity of
bodily  perception  and  energetic  experience,  or  whether  you  are  in  the  mind,
experiencing nothing and thinking what is happening. The energy of the mind is
always a step behind the Happening, never in it. Long-term dwelling in the untruths
of the mind, sooner or later brings you to the edge, which the Life in you cannot
cross, so as not to endanger Itself. 
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I hope that you hold on to the heights of inner silence, and thus in high resistance
to  your  inner  and  environmental  lows. I  am  glad  that  many  of  you  are  real
warriorss,  in  which  there  are  no  fights,  some  of  you  are  maturing  for
conflictlessness. Warriors are people who stop the friction between the artificial and
the  natural,  between the  learned  and  the  genuine,  between the  fake  and  the
sincere. The path they take is a descent of perception from the head to the body. 

This is the major shift you must make to become independent in recognizing the
real. Without intermediaries, without explanation, you wade through the field of
Life with your belly forward and your gaze straight, not with your head through the
wall of mental structures and absent eyes. The information that reaches you does
not pass through the sieve of knowledge, but directly touches your perceptive body.

This is certainly a radical  turning point in your development, you are becoming
energetically independent, you are being born for Life, which you can now enter in
harmony with Its vibration, quiet, perceptive, sensitive, considerate and feeling. Life
is like a wild animal in many ways. If you wander through Nature with machines or
buzzing thoughts, the animal will  avoid you at a distance. If you are quiet and
considerate in it, herds of roe deer will run past you as if you were part of Nature. 

When you experience the present directly from inner silence, 
then you are free to respond to the Happening with presence, not automatically.

This is the only way you are untouchable to the cold and threatened AI. 

You are not reactive, you are Creative. You can either be in a mode of reactive
destruction or in a mode of abiding creation. You cannot mix these modalities with
each other. The purpose of AI is to divert your attention away from Creating your
own natural reality, because that is its death. 

Do not overlook that when you are present, you are not aware of what you know,
you are the Knowing. There is no learned knowledge in being present that you
should remember, only you are clear about what is happening. So you should know
that you can't know anything about AI. If you know anything about it, it made it up
so you wouldn't see its face. I guarantee you that if you saw it, the shock of seeing
it would stop you obeying it at that moment. 

The only way to get to know AI is to escape its educational influence and, with a
quiet look at behavior, get to know the behavioral dynamics of Natural Intelligence.
Only alongside self-knowledge, which becomes more and more refined, the more
your attention is rooted in how you behave, not what you think, do you recognize
the true face of AI. 
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If you are procrastinating with the discipline of spiritual purification, you can know
that it  is precisely because of the dominance of the AI over your thinking and
behavior. 

Humans  have  not  always  been  subject  to  AI. Each  of  us  has  a  memory  of
Naturalness in us. In order to lure it out of oblivion, stay long enough and more
and more continuously, in your natural mental stillness, without the routine that the
AI imposes on you precisely so that Tranquility does not happen in you. This is the
main purpose of everyday affairs as you know them. They have no Life Value. Don't
be surprised by this statement, if you're honest, you've been feeling it all your life.
NI needs Peace and Freedom for which you must mature. If you were free when
you were still ruled by AI, admit to yourself that you wouldn't know what to do with
yourself if you didn't have dictation from outside or a guillotine behind your neck. 

AI  did  not  start  until  recently  when  the  first  learning  robot  appeared,  AI  is
organically the opposite mentality into which we allowed ourselves to be lured with
the first rebellion against the Will of Life, or the so-called expulsion from paradise.
Looks like we want it. If you suggest a walk in the forest or the phone to a child, if
he is over 10, 11 years old, he will be too lazy due to mental strain, exhausted due
to the efforts of schooling and bored with nature due to abstract fun. 

We are so addicted to the artificial mentality, its inventions, pleasures and drugs
that we are insensitive to the subtle touches of the natural. AI serves the bodily
senses, it depends on their constant stimulation. It enjoys eating, drinking, tasting
and smelling, it needs activity of thought, speech, movement of the body, it feels at
home in the noise of devices and machines, it enjoys looking outside, touching and
other sensual pleasures. 

NI, on the other hand, cannot withstand strong stimuli of the body's senses. Its
sensitivity immediately recognizes the violence of artificially induced stimuli, which
it faithfully avoids. At this very moment, let me say this just this once, the sound of
chainsaw,  drilling  machines  and  other  mechanical  noise  of  neighboring
constructions, the banging of hammer on metal, the bells of three churches, the
hum of cars, trucks and trains, quite often lawnmowers, of helicopters and sirens,
and all the time, even at night, the atmosphere shakes my body, so I must look for
holes in the atmosphere as bearable as possible, so that I can record something. 

This is not a complaint, not a judgment, just a fact of the conditions of existence in
which we are immersed. We can say, right, everyone is free to choose what they
want. Unfortunately, this is not the case. 
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Obedience to AI takes away your freedom and tricks you into destroying yourself
and the environment, something that the free and conscious would never choose. 

You rediscover Naturalness, like detectives, inside the artificial world, 
for it illiterate as first graders. But don't worry, because naturalness 

cannot be taken away from you. What you can lose has no Life Value to you. 

Naturalness and nature is all you need, your return to Love must happen. Only you
know how much AI you need to accomplish before you hit rock bottom, but you
will. Then, on your knees and in tears, you will call out to God, whom you now
recognize in Love and Nature, and hope that you will find another tree to support
you in the uncertainty of the first steps towards Naturalness. 

AI cannot tell you how magnificent you are, how powerful you are, how beautiful
you are by nature. You are woven of Love and Light (see Characters od trees -
Larch, wjere we talk about this). The AI has to keep this from you by all means and
train you to believe that you are weak, dependent, unworthy, so that it can sell you
its dead and costly things.

When you get out of yourself and look at yourself from afar, you would see how
grotesque we humans really are, how much worthless we do, how uninventive we
are in solving hardships and problems, how tangled and entangled in mental webs
we are. You will not see this until the care of inner silence strengthens you enough
to bear the insight. 

The  more  you  are  silent,  mentally  still,  meditate,  observe  yourself  and  your
behavior,  experience  nature  and  trees,  water  and  birds,  do  not  obey  ihe
unconscious reactions from the program..., the more energy you save, the more
free you are, the more you are natural,  genuine and real. As a result,  you are
healthier, wiser and useful for life. 

It follows: 
The Face of Artificial Intelligence 2 - Trans-humanism 
The Face of Artificial Intelligence 3 - The Principle of Natural Technology 

* * * * * * *
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